
2AR Bingo! Player 1

B I N G O
If no one has won by the end of the round, all participants must stand up and do the wave.

“Even if...” New evidence “Um, so...”

Clever wordplay FREE Hitler

“We've seen...” Clicks pen

RULES: Watch a boring 2AR and mark each square as it happens. The first player to mark five in 
a row, or their Instant Win, must shout out “BINGO!” to win.

THIS CARD'S INSTANT WIN: Partner visibly draws a large mushroom cloud on his/her flowpad

Insists than an 
argument was 
dropped (that 

wasn't)

Partner removes 
sticky notes from 

old evidence

“I'm going to 
respond to these 

together...”
“...boil down...”

Uses the same 
intro quote as 
another team

Roadmap lasts 
longer than a 

minute

Timer forgets to 
give a hand signal

Blatant use of a 
long word to 
sound smart

Compares author 
credentials

“Clarifies” a 
previous 

statement

“Repetition is not 
refutation.”

Roadmaps an 
argument with 

nothing but 
“They said...”

“Advantages” is a 
voting issue

Talks really fast in 
the last 30 

seconds

Analogy involving 
animals, food, 
neighbors, or 

table legs

Completely new 
argument

References plan 
advocate



2AR Bingo! Player 2

B I N G O
If no one has won by the end of the round, all participants must stand up and do the wave.

Nuclear war

FREE

RULES: Watch a boring 2AR and mark each square as it happens. The first player to mark five in 
a row, or their Instant Win, must shout out “BINGO!” to win.

THIS CARD'S INSTANT WIN: Judge falls asleep during the second voting issue

“In this final 
speech of the 

round...”

Compares 
evidence dates

Someone in the 
room starts 

texting

Says the wrong 
team name

Opponent drinks 
from water bottle

Unrelated 
quote

Fiddles with 
tie/hair

Definitions 
dispute “This flows Aff.”

Voting issue is a 
bad pun

Justice, 
Democracy, or 

Lives Saved

“I don't have time 
to get into this...”

Repeats an 
already-refuted 

argument

Leaves evidence 
at the table

Partner stops 
flowing “...excuse me...” 

Example related 
to the judge's 

profession

Extremely 
general voting 

issue

Mispronounces 
opponent's 

source

“...absolutely no 
evidence...”

Refers to an 
advantage from 

the 1AC that was 
never discussed 

again

Steps from 
behind the 

podium

“In this speech, I 
am going to go 

down the flow...”



2AR Bingo! Player 3

B I N G O
If no one has won by the end of the round, all participants must stand up and do the wave.

“Even if...”

Clever wordplay “Um, so...”

FREE

Clicks pen

RULES: Watch a boring 2AR and mark each square as it happens. The first player to mark five in 
a row, or their Instant Win, must shout out “BINGO!” to win.

THIS CARD'S INSTANT WIN: Speaker knocks over the lectern while gesturing emphatically

Unrelated 
quote

Partner removes 
sticky notes from 

old evidence
“...boil down...” Completely new 

argument

“Clarifies” a 
previous 

statement

“In this final 
speech of the 

round...”

Partner stops 
flowing

Someone in the 
room starts 

texting

Voting issue is a 
bad pun

Compares author 
credentials

Repeats an 
already-refuted 

argument

Roadmaps an 
argument with 

nothing but 
“They said...”

Example related 
to the judge's 

profession

Definitions 
dispute

Timer forgets to 
give a hand signal

Refers to an 
advantage from 

the 1AC that was 
never discussed 

again

Talks really fast in 
the last 30 

seconds

Opponent drinks 
from water bottle

Mispronounces 
opponent's 

source

“In this speech, I 
am going to go 

down the flow...”



2AR Bingo! Player 4

B I N G O
If no one has won by the end of the round, all participants must stand up and do the wave.

Nuclear war New evidence

FREE

“We've seen...” Hitler

RULES: Watch a boring 2AR and mark each square as it happens. The first player to mark five in 
a row, or their Instant Win, must shout out “BINGO!” to win.

THIS CARD'S INSTANT WIN: Speaker fully covers Topicality twice (references don't count)

Steps from 
behind the 

podium

Compares 
evidence dates

“I'm going to 
respond to these 

together...”
“This flows Aff.” Fiddles with 

tie/hair

“...excuse me...” References plan 
advocate

Blatant use of a 
long word to 
sound smart

Insists than an 
argument was 
dropped (that 

wasn't)

Roadmap lasts 
longer than a 

minute

“I don't have time 
to get into this...”

Uses the same 
intro quote as 
another team

Leaves evidence 
at the table

“Repetition is not 
refutation.”

Extremely 
general voting 

issue

“Advantages” is a 
voting issue

Analogy involving 
animals, food, 
neighbors, or 

table legs

Justice, 
Democracy, or 

Lives Saved

Says the wrong 
team name

“...absolutely no 
evidence...”
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